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As of now, Europeana has:
22.322.604 Metadata (related to a digital record) in CC0
3.698.807 are in the Public Domain
697.031 Digital Objects from Finland (Athena, The European 
Library, The National Library of Finland, OpenUp!, Svenska 
litteratursällskapet i Finland, EFG, Helsingin kaupunginkirjasto, BHL 
Europe)
After September 2012

DATA EXCHANGE AGREEMENT
– Data Exchange Agreement = All about 
METADATA
Europeana builds on three layers of information:
Layer #1: Digital objects (on the site of the provider)
Layer #2: Previews (lower quality versions of #1) 
Layer #3: Metadata (descriptive object information)
Rights information about content (EDM:rights):
Rights information about previews on Europeana:
The object itself remains on the site and under the control of 
the data provider
End user terms: CC0 1.0 Universal Public Domain 
Dedication:
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BUSINESS TEAM
Partner request to Europeana, establish partnership & sign
Europeana Data Exchange Agreement 
OPERATIONS TEAM
• Cultural Heritage Organisation starts workflow with Ingestion Team
• Sign Content Contribution Form
• Ingestion Team provides feedback on harvesting and metadata mapping
• Ingestion of provided datasets & publication on Europeana portal
• Ingestion of updated and new datasets – content@europenana.eu
Ingestion cycle: Step by Step
Documentation on pro.europeana.eu
http://pro.europeana.eu/web/guest/provide-data
Ingestion time-line
MONTHLY CYCLE
• Ingestion closes before the end of every month
21st as a preferred deadline
• Publication: new content in portal every first week of the month
METADATA QUALITY IN EUROPEANA
Metadata Quality in the Strategic Plan 2011 - 2015
Europeana holds descriptive metadata rather than digitized objects. 
Improvements to this data offer better search results to users and increase 
the research opportunities that are enabled by Europeana. 
We are developing guidelines, tools and training to help content providers 
improve and standardize data quality and the validity of persistent identifiers. 
We are enforcing the clear attribution of rights information so that users 
know how they can legitimately use the content.
Metadata Quality in the Strategic Plan 2011 - 2015
The web works on the basis of things being found; scholarship functions on 
traceable reference. These require that the cultural heritage sector ensures 
the persistency of its digital heritage in the same way that it has preserved 
and made accessible our physical and intellectual heritage. 
Agreement must be reached on the use of persistent identifiers so that links 
are not broken, users are not alienated and scholarship can proceed on the 
basis of secure citation.
Metadata Quality in the Strategic Plan 2011 - 2015
The full potential of interoperability will be unlocked by the implementation in 
2011 of the Europeana Data Model (EDM), a new way of structuring data. 
EDM will enable the use of Semantic Web Technology, support Linked Open 
Data, maintain more domain-specific rich information and allow digital 
objects from providers to be shown alongside authoritative and curated 
information from other domains. 
The change will benefit not only Europeana but also our providers who will 
be able to use the enriched data to upgrade to their own users.
METADATA QUALITY MATTERS
Rights Statement
Metadata Quality Matters
RIGHTS STATEMENT - What does it communicate 
to the user?
METADATA QUALITY MATTERS
Links to the Digital Object
Metadata Quality Matters
LINKS TO THE DIGITAL OBJECT 
METADATA QUALITY MATTERS
Image Quality
Metadata Quality Matters
IMAGE QUALITY 
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Europeana Data Model
Metadata Quality Matters
EDM - How will EDM will help improving the quality of 
the metadata?
EDM transcends domain-specific metadata standards, yet 
accommodates the range and richness of community standards such 
as LIDO for museums, EAD for archives or METS for digital libraries
Edm facilitates Europeana’s participation in the Semantic Web, 
basing itself on an open, cross-domain, semantic web-based 
framework.
Metadata Quality Matters
EDM - How will EDM will help improving 
the quality of the metadata?
1. Distinguish between the real world object (painting, book, program) and 
its digital representation
2. And the object and the metadata record describing the object. 
3. Support for objects that are composed of other objects
4. Have compatibility with different abstraction levels of description
5. Re-use and extend elements from existing standards
6. Flexible support for describing contextual resources, including concepts 
from controlled vocabularies
Metadata Quality Matters
EDM - How will EDM will help improving 
the quality of the metadata?
Thank you
Francesca Morselli
Francesca.morselli@kb.nl
Concepts to further develop during the 
workshop:
- Importance of the Rights Statement 
- Persistent identifiers to avoid broken links
- How EDM will help to improve the data quality in Europeana
- Image Quality for a meaningful user experience
